The development of swimming power
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Summary

Purpose: the aim of this study was to investigate the effects of the transfer strength training method on swimming power. Methods: twenty male swimmers “master” were randomly allocated to strength (n=10, ST) and swimming training (n=10, SW) groups. Both groups performed six-weeks training based on swimming training for SW and strength training which consisted in a weight training session immediately followed by the maximum swimming velocity. The performance in both groups was assessed by Maximal-Mechanical-External-Power (MMEP) before and after the six-weeks period, using a custom ergometer that provided force, velocity, and power measurement in water. Results: a significant increased MMEP in ST group (5.73% with p< 0.05) was obtained by an increased strength (11.70% with p< 0.05) and a decreased velocity (4.99% with p> 0.05). Conversely, in the SW group there was a decreased in MMEP (7.31%; p< 0.05), force and velocity (4.16%, and 3.45; respectively p> 0.05). Conclusion: this study showed that the transfer training method, based on combination of weight training (in dry condition) immediately followed by fast swim (in water) significantly improves swimming-power in master.
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Introduction

The metabolic demands of the swimming competitions are very different, indeed aerobic and anaerobic systems are related to the race time (from 20 sec for 25-m to 900 sec for 1500-m). Nevertheless, the performance of swimmers was continuously improved due the enhancement of technique, the evolution of the facilities and the improvements of the physical skill of the athletes. Swimming action recruits many muscles for propulsion, mechanical power, and for drag contrast. Therefore, the muscle strength plays a crucial role to increase the swim velocity. Although some authors have shown that the adjustments related to technical movements performed in “dry conditions” using overloads, may be useful to improve the technique of the swimmers in the water, this was not confirmed by field swimmer’s coaches. Currently, two methods are mainly used for strength training purposes in swimmers: “dry-methods”, namely with session out of water composed by exercises with loads of general type, or by “simulating” the swimming movements. The simulation approach was carried out with “aquatic-methods” training session, when the swim is overloaded with tethered or tools that increase the dragging force. However, it is not yet entirely clear on the actual effectiveness of these methods, as it appears difficult to increase the strength as the power of swimmers through “aquatic-methods” into load session. Similarly, an increasing strength method obtained with “dry-methods” showed some limits on the “transferability” on specific technical swim movements. Recently, several in-water methods were used to assess the strength and the power of the swimmers through the assessment of the drag, providing conflicting results. The strength and power estimates from swimming velocity doesn’t seem adequate because the swimming velocity was related to muscle power, and both propulsion efficiency and drag coefficient of swimmer. In rare cases the use of tethered test has been reported with some limitations (the swimmer cannot effectively advance in water, and thus the technical gestures are altered).
Among the different methods of training alternating dry weights and swimming we chose the method proposed by Prof. Cometti\textsuperscript{20}. Despite never having been studied with scientific rigor its principles are clear. This innovative method aimed to improve the swimmer performance, using an approach potentially valid even in other disciplines (such as Team Sport). Indeed the Cometti method\textsuperscript{21} seems stimulate the muscle fibers using an external-load of about 80\% of a one-maximum-repetition fast swimming\textsuperscript{20, 21}. The goal would be to stimulate the muscle fiber with an overload in water, that is impossible to reproduce because of the lack of "stable points of resistance". Therefore the aim of this study was to verify a Cometti training method based on mixed "dry-land resistance". Therefore the aim of this study was to verify a Cometti training method based on mixed "dry-land resistance". The development of swimming power with a specific semi-tethered swimming test.

**Patients and methods**

**Participants**

Twenty senior male master swimmers belonging to the same team were recruited for the study and randomly assigned to either the strength training (ST, n=10) or swimming training (SW, n=10) groups. Their main anthropometric data, as well as their best performances on 100 meter crawl, are reported in Table 1. In order to be included in the study, participants had to: 1) participate in at least 90\% of the training sessions (see following chapter about training program), 2) have regularly competed during the previous competitive season, and 3) possess a medical clearance. There were no dropouts from the experiments and no injuries occurred during the experimental training or testing sessions. Indoor field tests were completed in a certified swimming pool. Baseline tests started at 5:00 p.m. (26.5±0.12\degree C, water temperature), while post-assessments were carried out at 5:00 p.m. (26±0.16\degree C, water temperature). The participants were healthy and clear of any drug consumption. The groups were homogeneous with regard to their training status (more 10 years back-ground competitions). Each subject was fully informed and trained about the test’s procedures and everyone gave the written informed approval to participate in the study in accordance with the guideline of the Muscle, Ligament and Tendons Journal\textsuperscript{22}. All experimental procedures were approved by the University Human Research Ethics Committee, which followed the ethical principles laid out in the 2008 revision of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Testing**

A parallel, two-group, randomized, longitudinal (pre-test/post-test), single-blind experimental design was used. After baseline measurements, participants were randomly allocated to either the strength training (ST) or swimming training (SW) groups with an allocation ratio of one-to one\textsuperscript{23}. The independent variable was "training type", so no control group was used. The study lasted 6 weeks (from September to November in pre-season) and consisted of one session of test (pre and post training) before and after one week training sessions. No additional strength, power and/or plyometric training was completed by the subjects out of the training intervention of the present study.

**Training outcomes**

Before and after (test- retest) the training period, participants performed one testing session of semi-tethered swimming to assessment Maximal Mechanical External Power (MMEP). Before each testing session, participants were instructed not to eat for at least three hours before testing and not to drink coffee or beverages containing caffeine for at least eight hours before physical testing. Tests were completed at the same time of the day, with the operators unaware of the participant’s allocation.

**Maximal Mechanical External Power Test**

The test consisted in 15 m all-out front-crawl swims across the pool while pulling a different load during each trial, besides the reliability of the test has been shown in previous studies to be very high (Intra-class Correlation Coefficient >0.80) as shown by Dominguez-Castells et al.\textsuperscript{24}. After a standardized 800 m warm-up, the test started with a load of 45 N. The load increased by 25 N for each trial. Swimmers rested for 5 min between 2 consecutive 5 repetitions. The protocol ended when the swimmer was not able to complete a trial. Data related to the first and last 2.5 m was discarded to consider only constant speed conditions\textsuperscript{24}. The MMEP parameters of interest were acquired by means of a dedicated custom ergometer designed and built by Tecnologicamente S.r.l. (Italy) with the collaboration of the workshop of the Department of Mechanical, Chemical and Materials Engineering of the University of Cagliari (Italy). The ergometer used for the experimental sessions was linked to the swimmer using a belt as described in the following (Fig. 1).

Table 1. Anthropometric data of the subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>ST (n=10)</th>
<th>SW (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>38.7±8.6</td>
<td>32.0±6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>77.2±8.6</td>
<td>74.9±9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>176.2±4.4</td>
<td>176.4±5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.9±2.4</td>
<td>24.1±2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best time 50 meters crawl (sec)</td>
<td>28.9±1.4</td>
<td>29.3±2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best time 100 meters crawl (sec)</td>
<td>63.4±4.4</td>
<td>63.5±4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training experience (years)</td>
<td>13.5±5.8</td>
<td>10.3±2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are represented as means ± SD for strength (ST) and swimming training (SW) groups.
hours and was repeated 5 times per week. During the swimming training the same distance was performed for both groups (ST - SW).

Particularly, ST group were performed as suggested by Cometti 20, 21, the strength training program (Tab. 3) during swimming training (mixed: weight training - swim maximum velocity and vice versa). The one repetition maximum (1-RM) test on bench press was conducted to determine maximal upper body strength as recommended by Padulo et al.25 one week before the training. Particularly, during the exercise with a load of (85% 1-RM)6 or body load, subjects were asked to perform 6 fast repetitions8 according to Cometti method20, 21. To minimize the effect of the passive recovery20, 21 in-between weight training and swimming exercises (~5-s), each participant was encouraged by the coach.

Statistical analyses

Normality of the data was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The null hypothesis was tested to reveal no difference between groups using multiple unpaired t-tests. A two-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used on each continuous dependent variable. The independent variables included one between-participants factor, training intervention with two levels (ST and SW), and one within-participant factor time, with two levels (pre-test and post-test). ANOVAs was used to test the null hypothesis of no difference in the change over time between ST and SW (training intervention × time interaction), and the null hypothesis of no difference in the change over time in response to the training intervention (main effect for time). With this statistical design, the following variables were analyzed: MMEP (Watt), Force (N) and speeds (m·s⁻¹). The effect sizes were also calculated (eta squared, η²) for better interpretation of the results and p-value < 0.05 was considered significant. Test-retest reliability26 was satisfied in previous study 24 using the Intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC). Statistical analysis was performed using Sigma Plot™ software 11.0 (Systat Software, Tulsa, OK).

Results

All data are reported in Table 4. There was no difference between groups at baseline conditions for age (p = 0.070), height (p = 0.932), body mass (p = 0.570), BMI (p = 0.524), swimming performance on 50-m (p = 0.563) and 100-m (p = 0.992).

ANOVA with repeated measures revealed differences between the two groups in MMEP: F(1,19)= 2.403, p = 0.139, and the interaction training type × time F(1,19)= 11.367, p = 0.003, while the Force showed F(1,19) = 3.227, p = 0.089 (η²= 0.152), and the interaction training type × time F(1,19)= 11.107, p = 0.004 (η²= 0.382). Speed: F(1,19)= 0.443, p = 0.514 (η²= 0.024), and the interaction training type × time F(1,19)= 0.168, p = 0.686 (η²= 0.009). Data from the ST revealed an
improvement of force and MMEP: 11.70% (p = 0.012) and 5.73% (p = 0.050) respectively, while the velocity decreased 4.99% (p = 0.070) with respect to baseline conditions (Fig. 2). Swimming training in SW group revealed a reduction in all variables studied (Tab. 4).

Discussion

The results show that the transfer is effective an improving MMEP in masters male swimmers and might represent a technique useful to achieve better performance. In the last years, several authors\textsuperscript{27, 28} investigated new methods to improve the swimming performances. Particularly, in the swimming history, several reasons have limited scientific knowledge in water sports. Many technical approach were due to the environment that requires special equipment; in fact, it is still difficult to validate the different training methods so far tested in swimming\textsuperscript{14}. Dominguez-Castells et al.\textsuperscript{24} showed for the first time a new interesting method to assessing mechanical power output as a reliable predictor of performance of the swimmers\textsuperscript{24}; for this aim the Dominguez-Castells methodology has been used in the present investigation.

Our findings are partly in agreement with the results of Morouco\textsuperscript{14}, who showed the existence of a relationship between dry land strength and power mea-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week-day</th>
<th>First Trial</th>
<th>Second Trial</th>
<th>Third Trial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday</strong></td>
<td>600-m fc + block 1</td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
<td>600-m fc + block 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong></td>
<td>1600-m fc = 8x100-m fc (rec 10&quot;) + 4x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;)</td>
<td>1800-m fc = 8x100-m fc (rec 10&quot;) + 5x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;)</td>
<td>1600-m fc = 8x100-m fc (rec 10&quot;) + 4x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong></td>
<td>600-m fc + block 1</td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
<td>600-m fc + block 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong></td>
<td>3100-m fc = 3x300-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 5x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 3x400-m fc (rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>3100-m fc = 3x300-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 5x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 3x400-m fc (rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>3100-m fc = 3x300-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 5x200-m fc (rec 15&quot;) + 3x400-m fc (rec 20&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong></td>
<td>600 sl + block 1</td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
<td>600-m fc + block 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday</strong></td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
<td>600-m fc + block 2</td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong></td>
<td>2000-m = 2x(3x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 2x150-m fc - rec 15&quot; + 2x200-m - rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>2000-m = 2x(3x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 2x150-m fc - rec 15&quot; + 2x200-m - rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>2500-m = 2x(4x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 2x150-m - rec 15&quot; + 2x200-m - rec 20&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong></td>
<td>600 sl + block 1</td>
<td>600-m fc = 8x50-m fc (rec 1'30&quot;) + 8x25-m fc (rec 45&quot;)</td>
<td>600-m fc + block 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong></td>
<td>2000-m fc = free-low intensity</td>
<td>2000-m fc = free-low intensity</td>
<td>2500-m fc = free-low intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong></td>
<td>2500-m = 2x(1x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 1x200-m fc - rec 15&quot; + 1x250-m bs - rec 15&quot; + 1x300-m me rec 15&quot; + 1x400-m me - rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>3000-m = 3x(1x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 1x200-m fc - rec 15&quot; + 1x300-m me - rec 15&quot; + 1x400-m me - rec 20&quot;)</td>
<td>3000-m = 3x(1x100-m fc - rec 10&quot;) + 1x200-m fc - rec 15&quot; + 1x300-m me - rec 15&quot; + 1x400-m me - rec 20&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: six weeks swimming training program divided in three trials (two weeks per trial) for ST and SW in front craw (fc), backstroke (bs) and medley (me) styles. To simply ST group program in the trials was included only the total distance (see Table III) and added blocks (1,2,3).
Table 3. Strength training for ST group.

1st Trial
- 6 sets × (6 × pushing speed on bench press (85% 1-RM) + 1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 6 sets × (8 × Abdominal Exercises (lower limb 90°) with 5 kg on the chest blocked by arms + 1×50-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 6 sets × (6 × simulation craw with Double Lat Machine (5 kg) in standing position + 1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets

2nd Trial
- 6 sets × (6 × traction (prone position) on bench press (85% 1-RM) +1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 6 sets × (6 × Dumbbell Lateral Raise (42.5% 1-RM for arm) + 1×50-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 6 sets × (6 × Pullover with barbell at bench (85% 1-RM) +1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets

3rd Trial
- 7 sets × (6 × max traction on the bar (body weight) + 1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 7 sets × (6 × Dumbbell Cross Raise (42.5% 1-RM for arm) + 1×50-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets
- 7 sets × (6 × simulation craw with Double Lat Machine (5 kg) in standing position + 1×25-m fc) with (intra-sets) rec 1×50-m free-low speed and 200-m fc in final sets

Single block indentify the single sessions of workout on strength training (mixed: weight training – swim maximum velocity in front craw (fc) and vice-versa) during treatment (see Table 2).

Table 4. Results of absolute and percentage for each variables after six weeks training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>MMEP (w)</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Δ (%)</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Force (N)</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Δ (%)</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Velocity (m·s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Δ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>70.31±18.36</td>
<td>74.34±19.37</td>
<td>5.73*</td>
<td>77.16±13.43</td>
<td>86.19±16.84</td>
<td>11.70†</td>
<td>0.90±0.09</td>
<td>0.86±0.10</td>
<td>-4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>62.48±17.07</td>
<td>57.92±15.88</td>
<td>-7.31*</td>
<td>71.57±16.00</td>
<td>68.59±13.38</td>
<td>-4.16</td>
<td>0.87±0.09</td>
<td>0.84±0.10</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as mean ± SD for strength training (ST) and swimming training (SW) groups. (*) p < 0.05 – (†) p < 0.01 versus baseline conditions.

Figure 2. The effect of the training (means and SE) respect baseline conditions for: MMEP (watt), Force (N) and speeds (m·s⁻¹) in both groups (ST – SW). *p < 0.05 represent significant differences between pre and post training.
The swimming speed was measured during the semi-tethered test at maximal load, because crucial strength increased in the ST, obtained through an in-crease in rate of force development and thus power production, rather than the increased swimming workout. For this reason the MMEP was no changed in SW group. These results in the SW group can be related to lower stimulation of muscle strength with only swimming as a main training activity.

Velocity

The swimming speed was measured during the semi-tethered test at maximal load, because crucial component of the power value obtained. Concerning the maximum speed (Fig. 2A) the MMEP showed a dropping of ~5% (0.04 m·sec⁻¹) in both groups (ST - SW) that represented a decrease with respect to the pre-test value, resulting from the training interventions. Moreover, the velocity reported small differences (~5%) with no significant effects in both groups, in ST (min/max: 0.74 - 1.04 m·sec⁻¹) this effects showed a shift on low speed of maximal power output (5.73% with p < 0.05). In according with Morouco et al. the velocity must not be assessed as a negative effect on swim performances because this velocity represent the ratio between power output and force in MMEP.

Maximal-mechanical-external-power (MMEP)

The results showed (Fig. 2C) an increase of 4.04–w (MMEP), that representing 5.73% of pre-test values in ST. Improvements in ST of MMEP could be related to force production more than in SW. The increased MMEP in ST on is in agreement with explosive movements on the neuromuscular systems. In this regard, MMEP showed more accuracy in relationship to the ecological validity because in our semi-tethered test the swimmers performed 15 meters of swimming with external loads. As confirmed by Dominguez-Castells et al. and Morouco et al., the power test in swimming were altered when each subject were constrained to swim without wear on.

Combined effects of the variables studied

The innovative method suggested by Cometti highlighted that for water sports, mixed training (land and water) is favorable to stimulate muscle strength, in relationship at the combination of movement in dry conditions (weight training) without other resistance as Drag. In addition, the various phases of eccentric/concentric contractions during exercise in land are not altered by the hydrostatic pressure. On the same topic, di Prampero showed that the greatest fraction of the energy expenditure is utilized to overcome water resistance or Drag. The 6 weeks explosive-type strength training resulted in considerable improvements in selected neuromuscular characteristics, although a large volume of endurance training was performed at the same time. An hypothesis is that training-induced alterations in neural control during stretch-shortening cycle exercises (such as running and jumping) might take place in both voluntary activation, inhibitory and facilitatory reflexes.

From our point of view it is not clear if MMEP and strength increased in the ST, obtained through an intense workout of 6 weeks training with combinations “weight and swim training”, has to be considered an important value to satisfy the research of mayor higher power. But again emphasizes how difficult it is to develop strength in the sport of swimming, as reported in considerations of other authors.

We can conclude that many problems related to the development of strength in swimmers are to be found right on the most appropriate way to raise awareness of the motor gesture in the aquatic environment. The Cometti method that we tested in this work, proposes to include in its start-up phase muscle fast swimming immediate steps to address this problem. In our opinion, there are still elements to be explored as future
developments mainly on the most appropriate periodization of the workload proposed. We believe that the work we propose is feasible to very experienced athletes and that, in its intensity, can give the most important effects of improvement after an appropriate period of tapering, as also proposed by other authors.28, 37.
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